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The ultimate reference book on the most revered motorcycle in the world, from history and evolution

to a visual directory, with over 570 photographs
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Recently I got hold of the book 'The ultimate HD' by Mac McDiarmid. I find this book to be very

much worth it's price. It has nice stories about, the bikes, the engines, the factory, the people, the

history, the scene and much more. Also the pictures are suburb and not the pictures one saw before

in other publications.It gives a good impression about what Harley-Davidson is about. And an

occasional mixup between an Electra Glide and Tour Glide? It's forgiven.

Awesome book! Essential for any Harley enthusiasts! The most complete historical info I've seen in

a book so far. I just wish the book is a little bigger. This is almost the size of a pocket book. With

eyes like mine, I'm constantly having a hard time reading the very small text even with prescription

reading glasses. Photos are in stunning detail but again, I wish it was bigger.

I bought this as a gift for my father-in-law who is very into motorcycles (obviously). It is an average

sized book, about the size of a piece of notebook paper which means it will fit in just about any

bookshelf with ease. Perfect gift and full of knowledge of every motorcycles that made it to market!

:)



I bought the book for my brother. He really loves it !!! He has a Harley and found the book has his

Harley in it !!

Delivered faster than expected. Book was in great shape. A pretty good Harley compilation. All in

all, good service, good quality and the book was pretty much what I expected

This book was sent to two different die-hard Harley bikers as gifts and they loved them. They

reported the photos were amazing and the book was a good read.

Bought for my husband, he loves it and reads it all the time! I can't really comment on the content as

my husband is the one who reads it.
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